**BIG CUT MACHINE**

- Cuts 2½" to 24" pipe sizes up to 25' long
- Adjustable torch guide for bevel cutting
- Air Plasma System for fast and clean pipe cut off
- Heavy duty frame and rollers
- Power Head to rotate pipe
- Torch Holder on measuring track
- Cuts bent pipe

**QUICK CUT MACHINE**

- Cuts 2" to 8" pipe sizes up to 25' long
- Cutting time is 7 seconds for SK-10
- Adjustable torch guide for bevel cutting
- Air Plasma System for fast and clean pipe cut off
- Heavy duty frame and rollers
- Power Head to rotate pipe
- Torch Holder on measuring track
- Cuts bent pipe

**North Alabama Pipe**

Physical Address:
185 Grimes Avenue • Guntersville, AL 35976
Phone: (256) 582-8800 • Fax: (256) 582-0233
www.anvilintl.com • www nalapipe.com